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To achieve, see Bringing Home The Bacon (Achievement). This article has a short guide to find here. Fast guides provide a brief summary of the steps you need to complete. Bringing Home Bacon is a quest about reviving the importance of being neglected pigs. The official description of edit source Eli Bacon has discovered the secret of
bacon after an accident involving his prized pig fight and fire, and needs help ensuring there are enough pigs to maintain the expected popularity of its products. The awards will include pig-based products such as bacon, pork pie, and bacon-based alcoholic beverages that have better healing capabilities than current foods of its level, and
a call familiar that levels with the player and has a range of abilities such as being able to fight a player in battle, being a burden beast, or being able to restore prayer points. Review 'edit edit source ' New treatment edit edit source To begin with, talk to Eli Bacon on the pork pen Falador Farm north of Port Sarim. Ring Explorer 3 will allow
you to cabbage port in a falador kale patch a little to the east of it. Eli will introduce you to bacon, a new kind of meat that he discovered and named after himself by giving you a sample of it. Click the bacon to eat it and give your opinion. Eli wants to advertise pigs and explain how they are no longer useless animals, and serve as tasty
meat. Cutscene happens by laying out a plan for you. Keeping bacon addicts at bay is an edit source group of Bacon addicts to come to the farm in search of bacon. A few locals came to the farm to try more bacon, however Eli initially believed they wanted to eat it instead. Eli explains how he gave a few flavors and now they are addicted.
They open the gate and start laying oil on the pigs. Eli orders you to make baits to distract addicts. Eli gives you a bacon pile and 9 boards, and can get more later by asking for it. Build pork baits in hot spots in the center of the field. First build it with planks and then add the bacon. Do it for all three baits. You will need to constantly add
bacon to the baits while Eli leads all the pigs out of the field. After Eli took all the pigs away from the drug addicts, you were taken to the basement of the house. Talk to Ily, and he'll explain that he wants to train pigs to gather people's attention. The answer is based on which pet pig you would like. Then go to Martin's Master Gardener,
which can be found in the village of Dreynor. Draynor Village (editing by editing source) On the way to Martin, there is a wheat plot east of the village of Dreynor. Choose wheat if you haven't purchased wheat yet. Talk to Martin and ask him to take one of Pisilla's piglets. He will explain that he was a pickpocket and wants you to give the
culprit a good kick before he gives you one. Go to and talk to each character. Each of them will tell who they were with each other. The man who was mentioned by anyone is the culprit, which is pickpocket Martin. Blame him and then cutscene happen. The culprit is different for each player. Oh, look! Pig and kitten! Martin orders you to hit
the criminal, and you do it. However, they both complain that it wasn't enough, so the sight of the camera directs you to the kitten and the pig, while your character brutally grinds the criminal. Meanwhile you hear the narrator's voice commenting on the adventures of two little creatures to the symphony of your pickpocket baton and his cries
of pain. After the beating, Martin gives you a pig. Training the piglet (edited by source editing) Head back to Eli in the basement of the storm and pass the piglet to him. Eli will ask you to create a Pigzilla training machine into a fully grown pig. Go to the north room and click to build a car. Eli will give you what you need. Go back to the car
and click to update it. Eli's going to ask you to give him five wheat. He will then explain that he wants the drug addicts to fall asleep with a sleeping potion. Go back outside and put the bacon on the fake bait pig and then the bacon drug. However, once addicts eat bacon, they do not fall asleep. Go back to Ilya and he will explain that the
potion takes some time to work. He will then ask you to get his 5 fresh onions. They must be retrieved from the field after he asks them, or he will not accept them. The nearest onion site is south of The Drynor Village Bank. Alternatively, you can use the Clan vexillum teleport and run southwest to the onion site north of Rimmington. A pig
gets out of the car. Returning to Ilya, the drug addicts disappeared, and the pig grew completely. You give him 5 bows. Now click on the machine to train the pig. In the case when the pig enters the car, there will be logging. The pig will come out wearing equipment related to the type of machine you made: a backpack for the beast burden,
pots and a knife for battle, or a really small altar for prayer. Visiting cities (edited by source editing) convince villagers about the benefits of pigs. Eli then asks you to take the pig to the courtyard of Lambridge Castle, Warrock Market, Ardogne Market and next to the northern gate of Falador. It will give you a list of Pig hits to help you keep
track. Cities can be visited in any order. Head to Lambridge and enter the castle yard. A walk of pig and cutscene will take place where several men and women will gather around you wondering why you are carrying a pig. You will explain how useful a pig is, as depending on the choice of how pigs can be helpful. Now drive to the town of
Warrock and go north to the market square, south of the palace. More and more people will come to your attention and favor pigs. Head to Falador and praise the birth of pigs in the city's western market. Characters cheer again for you and the idea Pigs. Finally, visit the East Ardogne Market in the easternmost part of the city. Once again,
more characters will surround you and idolize the pigs. The order in which you visit the city does not matter. You will have to wait for your character to cross the city from the list, or you will have to return. After going to all four cities, will return to Eli and he will say that the plan was a success and he will show bacon in the time of year or so.
Congratulations! Full quest! Reward (edit source editing) Extra rewards/activities After quest, you can upgrade the hog creation machine through construction, giving you access to stronger hog acquaintances. The upgrades cannot be used to upgrade machines. Protean boards cannot be used instead of the necessary boards. Upgrading
to Level 2 requires 44 construction, 44 crafting and 44 invocation and 3 oak boards, 2 steel bars and at least 3 nails. Gives 100 Construction and Kraft experience. Upgrading to Level 3 requires 84 construction, 84 crafting and 84 invocation and 3 tick boards, 2 mitrile bars, and at least 3 nails. Gives 1000 Construction and Kraft
experience. The Last of the Summer Pigs (10) - Completely upgrade the hog creation machine after bringing home the bacon quest. Music unlocked Always on my Rind Gatton for power (on completion) Underbelly Achievements edit source Required to complete edit source Bringing home bacon is not currently required for any quests or
miniquests. However, Ironmen Accounts will need to complete it in order to complete the hellish source dig site of the Mystery Claws Contract. Transcript for Edit the source gallery edit edit the source of the history update edited source , update the history of the project is work in progress - not all updates on the topic can be covered
below. See here how to help! Patch 3 May 2016 (Update): Removed Ardougne Chronicle players, so they will no longer clip with NPCs during the cutscene's Bringing Home Bacon quest. Patch 23 November 2015 (Update): Fixed a spelling error in getting into the Bringing Home Bacon magazine quest. Patch 29 July 2013 (Update):
Players who have not completed Bringing Home Bacon no longer receive daily calls well below their skill level. Eli says: Just look at those useless non-horned unicorns that were all over the place a few years ago. When people worked, they deliciously they were destroyed right!. This is a reference to the lack of horses in RuneScape At
the end of the quest, Adventurer's Log states: I learned the true value of the pig. Both in terms of friendship, and in terms of how much valuable, delicious bacon can be produced. The predicament Master Farmer faces in the search is a reference to players' pocket-stealing of his seeds and thieving experience. Bacon was mentioned
several times in the game before the release of this quest. One of the earliest includes a conversation with Lambridge Cook after completing the Recipe Disaster where he he player saying: You really got my bacon out of the fire there! During the Gielinor game head-to-head event, the zombie commentator will make comments when the
troll in the tutu will distract the runners. Pig meat in the form of ham also existed years before this quest was released, since the ham was on the hatch of the shelter H.A.M. After you drug addicts one of them has a chance to say: Can't sleep, Dream Pigs will eat me is a reference to the Simpson episode where they had memories of Bart
when he was a toddler, he says: Can't sleep , Clown'll Eat Me because he suffers nightmares from a badly made clown crib made by Homer. Bringing Home the Bacon was the last quest to be released before the release of RuneScape 3. Eli Bacon's character seems to be based on Canadian serial killer Robert Picton, who used his pig
farm as a way to get rid of the bodies of his victims. While Eli won't explicitly admit that any of the missing characters in the area are his fault, there are plenty of chat options that make him a shady character, and possibly a cannibal. There are four boxes of human skeletons in the basement. This is the only voice quest in which the
character addresses the player by name. Name. runescape bringing home the bacon
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